ACROSS
9 Worker with experience put in satellite dish (9)
10 Cornish city organised tour crossing river (5)
11 Single out with guitar that may cause rocky bust-up? (4-3)
12 Verbal attack from European with microphone (7)
13 Where fin initially removed touch fish (3)
14 Mix during time at school next to fire (11)
17 Amazing soldier in Pembroke for example (5)
18 Grass over lovely Cambridge Backs (3)
19 Analyse almost astronomical distance (5)
21 Firework and source of light in Catholic church (5,6)
23 Sack not opening causes wrath (3)
25 Swallow one gin cocktail (7)
27 Recreated Walter Raleigh's first vessel (7)
28 Antelope encountered in many a land (5)
29 Festival to enjoy with artist in sweet bar? (5,4)

DOWN
1 Old woman with good pastry for hoarder (6)
2 Blade for stabbing left cuts in fusspot (8)
3 Spirit level in a mine brought to one working (10)
4 Man say to mislead making frantic exit? (4)
5 Police chief is poisonous reptile (10)
6 Thanks accepted by the Spanish and others (2,2)
7 Aromatic kernel in stone cask overturned (6)
8 Genuine clubs on Greek island (8)
15 Dread more established for commentators in ground? (5,5)
16 As showman one eccentric is Mr Opera (10)
17 Show one mercy somehow (8)
20 Less well entertained by some light banter (8)
22 Marines coming in stand for legendary sight at sea (6)
24 Right to depart, for example, on steamship (6)
26 Learned theologian and single mother? (4)
27 Revolutionary band in Lebanese port (4)